
Cuomo Ensures Most Sexual Assaults of the
Disabled Disappear

Governor Andrew Cuomo must be removed from office,
indicted and prosecuted to the full extent of the law for
his involvement in covering up thousands of reported
sexual assault and rape crimes committed against
people with disabilities within his agencies.

Governor Andrew Cuomo is directly
involved in ensuring the cover-ups of
staggering numbers of sexual assaults
and rapes within his mental health
agencies.

ALBANY, NEW YORK, UNITED STATES,
January 9, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ --
NPR has just released their first of a
series of investigative reports regarding
sexual assaults and rapes of people with
disabilities which occurs seven times
more than any other group of people.
The investigative series is titled “Abused
and betrayed: people with intellectual
disabilities and an epidemic of sexual
assault.” 

The first of the series that just came out
also has an extremely powerful radio clip,
please click on the link to listen and learn of the horrors that are going on behind closed doors.
Please also do what God puts in your heart to do to help stop these atrocities.

The Sexual Assault Epidemic No One Talks About

Without question, sexual
assaults and rapes of our
most vulnerable women and
children with disabilities is an
epidemic that can no longer
be ignored by government
and church leaders.”
Michael Carey - Advocate for

people with disabilities and
their families

https://www.npr.org/2018/01/08/570224090/the-sexual-
assault-epidemic-no-one-talks-about 

“Without question, sexual assaults and rapes of our most
vulnerable women and children with disabilities is an epidemic
that can no longer be ignored by government and church
leaders. As the founder of the Jonathan Carey Foundation, I
have been shouting this truth from the rooftops for many
years. It is time we not only talk about this evil that is
occurring on the international level, but that we take dramatic
actions to stop and prosecute all sexual predators and those
that protect and enable them.  People that prey on our most
vulnerable women and children with disabilities are very sick

individuals, they are criminals, and they must be stopped and held accountable to the full extent of the
law.” - Michael Carey 

For over ten years, from 2007 to present, Attorney General Cuomo and then Governor Andrew
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Cuomo have protected countless individuals that have committed the most heinous sex crimes
imaginable against children and adults with disabilities within New York’s mental health care system.
There have been thousands of sexual assaults and rapes reported to Governor Cuomo’s fraudulent
abuse hotline for the disabled in the last four and a half years alone which should have been
immediately reported to 911. You will see from the attached link below that Governor Cuomo’s
posters direct all abuse and neglect of the disabled to be reported to his agency with no mention that
these are crimes or any immediate directive in writing to call 911. Governor Cuomo has done this
purposefully so that local police and emergency medical personnel cannot show up within minutes to
assist, document or investigate these sexual assault and rape crimes.

https://www.justicecenter.ny.gov/sites/default/files/documents/JC_RebrandedPoster_ENG_Print.pdf 

As a direct result of the internal reporting and policing there are hardly any prosecutions of sexual
assaults and rapes, therefore hardly any lawsuits. When sex crimes are kept from local police, kept
from being criminally investigated and kept from county prosecutors, the sole purpose is to cover-up
these sex crimes. Anyone looking at this can see the truth that Governor Andrew Cuomo is directing a
criminal enterprise.

Countless sexual predators, pedophiles and rapists within State run and private mental health
facilities and group homes have been and continue to be protected and shielded from being
prosecuted and from being placed on the sex abuse registry. The prosecution rate for crimes
committed in the general public is between 60-70% and only a small fraction of 1% for the crimes
committed against people with disabilities in Cuomo’s system. This timeline proves years of Governor
Andrew Cuomo’s direct involvement.

http://www.einpresswire.com/article/414428414/cuomo-has-been-protecting-sexual-predators-for-
over-a-decade?n=2

Here are the numbers of reported sexual assaults and rapes within the New York State agency called
the Office of People with Developmental Disabilities (OPWDD). Also, remember this is only one of six
of Governor Cuomo’s extremely dangerous mental health agencies; 

- 325 reported sexual assaults or rapes every 3 months or 1,300 annually.

-The real numbers are close to 43,000 sexual assaults or rapes of the developmentally disabled in
this one State agency alone, annually, or a third of its population, because only 3% of these sex
crimes will ever be reported according to this is very reputable study titled, “Prevalence of Violence”,
found on the State of Massachusetts website.

http://www.mass.gov/dppc/abuse-recognize/prevalence-of-violence.html

Governor Andrew Cuomo must be removed from office, indicted and prosecuted to the full extent of
the law for his involvement in covering up thousands of sex crimes committed against people with
disabilities within his agencies. Governor Andrew Cuomo is without question the kingpin and leader of
the largest sex cover-up scandal in New York State’s history.

The Jonathan Carey Foundation has been doing the investigative research and reporting on these
atrocities similar to what the Boston Globe has done regarding the pedophile priest sex cover-up
scandal https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=56jw6tasomc. Michael Carey, the founder, has worked
day and night to bring the truth to light so that people with disabilities will finally be protected from
people that rape our most vulnerable. The truth must be told, Governor Cuomo is the worst of the
worst enablers and protectors of these sexual predators, pedophiles and rapists. The obstruction of
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justice and civil rights violations and atrocities are unmatched. 

The most dangerous people and criminals are the ones that protect and shield sexual predators
because they allow them to continue to rape many more innocent victims. Governor Cuomo is a very
dangerous person; he has initiated and perfected his sex cover-up scheme of epic proportion that
mirrors the Catholic Church pedophile priest sex scandal.

https://www.bostonglobe.com/news/special-reports/2002/01/06/church-allowed-abuse-priest-for-
years/cSHfGkTIrAT25qKGvBuDNM/story.html

The New York Times Editorial Board blasted Governor Cuomo for refusing to take vital actions to
protect the disabled and to ensure them their equal rights following their massive “Abused and Used”
investigative series. This award winning series which became a runner up for a Pulitzer Prize was
requested to be done by Michael Carey, following the death of his 13 year old son Jonathan.

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/nyregion/abused-and-used-series-page.html 

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/06/06/nyregion/boys-death-highlights-crisis-in-homes-for-disabled.html 

https://www.nytimes.com/video/nyregion/100000000849083/a-failure-to-protect.html 

The “Abused and Used” investigative reporting series should have catapulted major reforms to protect
our most vulnerable, but Governor Cuomo chose to do the exact opposite to protect his dangerous
system and the Medicaid fraud. The New York Times Editorial that came out two and a half years
later is titled, “Protecting the Most Vulnerable”.

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/10/opinion/protecting-the-most-vulnerable.html

Here are a couple extremely damning quotes and truths that Governor Cuomo cannot spin his way
out of;

“Two-and-a-half years ago, The Times reported horrifying abuse of people with developmental
disabilities or mental illnesses by state employees, who were rarely punished for it. Gov. Andrew
Cuomo promised action. But too little appears to have changed.”

“There is much the governor could do. He could require surveillance cameras in these facilities, just
as prisons have them. He could make sure that the police get more involved.”

Governor Andrew Cuomo has failed to protect women and children with disabilities from being raped
by sexual predators within his six mental health agencies. Governor Andrew Cuomo trampled and
continues to trample on the civil rights of the disabled; he must be swiftly removed from office.
Governor Cuomo and other top State officials involved in this massive sex cover-up scheme must be
held fully accountable, they must be prosecuted.

No longer can 911 call systems, local police and local courts be bypassed and these sex crimes
covered-up. 911 call systems must be immediately called by all mandated reporters regarding all
sexual assaults and rapes, as well as obviously all other assault crimes, medical emergencies and
deaths. 

Currently, under Governor Cuomo’s directive, almost all reported sexual assaults and rapes of people
with disabilities disappear internally; they are covered-up by the directive of Governor Andrew Cuomo.
This evil and these gross injustices must be stopped now. Governor Cuomo and everyone involved in
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the much greater crimes, the obstruction of justice, the criminal conspiracy and Medicaid fraud must
be held accountable and prosecuted to the full extent of the law for these horrific and most heinous
State and federal crimes.

Donate to support this vital Civil Rights Movement. Thank you.

http://jonathancareyfoundation.org/donate/

If you have any tips or knowledge of sexual assaults, rapes, deaths or cover-ups please call the
Jonathan Carey Foundation sexual abuse & death tip hotline @ (518) 475-7500

Michael Carey
The Jonathan Carey Foundation
(518) 852-9377
email us here
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